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Chapter 651 What a good performance… eh? 

“Where did this conclusion come from?”The leader’s heart skipped a beat. He seemed to have thought 

of something and quickly asked. 

“It came from the nature of the game…”academician Fang’s tone started to become a little weak, he 

smiled bitterly and said, “According to the information released by the game, the players have the right 

to self-rule in the New World. After the players successfully establish themselves in a base area, the 

main base will provide a lot of support to the players. In addition to the material foundation, there is 

also the research technology of the main base. Although it is a sub-genre that gives the players the 

name of magic and creates the illusion of the game, the reality is that it encourages the players to 

colonize!” 

The Leader:”…” 

“It seems that the leader has also realized it…”. * Cough Cough * * Cough Cough * . * Cough Cough * 

elder Fang coughed twice and continued, “The first batch of players were mostly civilians. They relied on 

their own hard work and passion for the game to have such a great influence. When the day comes 

when the truth of Luofu is announced and all the players know that everything is true, what do you think 

they will do? Will they hand it over to the country?” 

The leader’s face immediately stiffened. Wasn’t this nonsense? In this day and age, most people who 

picked up relics would not choose to hand it over. What right did they have to hand over a kingdom that 

they had won with their own abilities? 

 

“Cough cough…”. Elder Fang continued, “I’ve observed it for a while. The main person who posted the 

information online was an ID called Grandpa Lu. On the contrary, the players who had become lords in 

the New World rarely posted the strategy. At first, there were a few players who were willing to share 

their territory’s diary, but after a few days of continuous publication, they inexplicably stopped updating 

it. At first, I thought that it was the people above Luofu who deliberately didn’t let the information leak, 

but Grandpa Lu’s information would be updated almost every once in a while. This time, Luofu didn’t 

stop the soldiers from coming back to report the situation. Therefore, other than the fake news, I 

thought of another possibility…”. “…” 

Pausing for a moment, he looked at the Lord and enunciated each word carefully, “It’s those Lord 

players. Most of them know the truth, but they are not willing to reveal it! !” 

The leader gulped in a daze. Although he felt the same in his heart, he still said, “This assumption is not 

certain, right?” 

“It is not certain, but the possibility is very high…”. Elder Fang sighed, “In this cooperation, half of the 

technical soldiers are assigned to private lord players. If these private lord players do not know, would 

the upper echelons of Luofu be so assured to let our people enter those private player forces?” 



Hearing this, the leader stiffened for a moment, but in the end, he still nodded and agreed with this 

statement. In the game, some players knew the truth, such as lieutenant general Li, but they did help 

hide the information from the other side in the beginning. 

And those Lord players were most likely the same… 

Elder Fang said, “If this game is fully popularized and everyone rushes to that continent, where the 

players can become as strong as Superman because of surgery and have their own land and subjects, no 

different from a local emperor, would they normally come back?” 

The leader paused for a moment, then shook his head and said with a wry smile, “Probably not…” 

Who would come back to continue their miserable life after becoming a local emperor? Does 996 smell 

good? Even the elites who already had a lot of resources here would probably prefer a new life there, 

right? 

He also understood what elder Fang had said at the beginning. A country was basically made up of 

people. If all the people went there, wouldn’t the world government here be just a decoration? 

“What should we do?”The leader took a deep breath and asked. 

“I don’t know what to do…”elder Fang said with a bitter smile, “It’s not easy to ban this kind of thing. 

Even if we ban it completely, there will still be some who slip through the net. Moreover, we are the 

ones who will suffer in the end if we don’t ban foreign countries…” 

“Is it effective to spread this interest and appeal to the federation to resist together?”The leader 

frowned. 

“A little…”elder Fang smiled. “But most of the countries outside are mainly capital-based, and the role of 

the consortia is even greater. Will they give up such a precious land?” 

“Then increase the number of people who send out troops to participate, and try to seize most of the 

resources to the government!”The leader said with a gloomy face. 

But when he said this, he felt a little guilty. Putting aside whether or not the high-level officials of Luofu 

would be on guard against this, even if they didn’t, would the people of the army listen to this side after 

they entered and became lords? 

Could it be that the people who logged onto the North American continent weren’t Xiying’s soldiers? In 

the end, would they be under Xiying’s control? 

When he thought of this, the leader felt a little powerless… 

“Sir, what do you plan to do?”Elder Fang asked this question again. At this moment, his face had slowly 

turned from red to gray. Obviously, there wasn’t much time left. 

However, the leader became more hesitant. After hesitating for a long time, his eyes revealed a 

confused look. “I don’t know…” 

“Is that so…”elder Fang sighed with a faint disappointment in his tone. 

The leader could sense it and finally couldn’t help but ask, “Old Fang, do you think I’m very useless?” 



“Yes…”elder Fang said frankly. 

“Old Man, you’re about to die and you don’t care about anything, right?”The leader scolded with a 

smile. Then, he sighed again. “Since you’re already in this situation, why don’t you say a few more 

words? What do you think you should do?” 

“Increase the cooperation…”elder Fang said faintly. 

“Increase the cooperation?”The leader was stunned. Then, he smiled and said, “Same as you, give up on 

the treatment?” 

“Give up on the treatment…”elder Fang nodded with a smile. 

“You’re not serious, right?”The leader frowned. 

“Why not?”Elder Fang coughed twice and continued, “It’s the government who gave up on sacrificing, 

but it’s our clansmen who get the benefits! !” 

As soon as he said this, the leader was stunned… 

His habitual thinking was still on the national level, but in reality, he was thinking on the level of the 

government about the pros and cons, but he had forgotten the root of some things. 

Yes, wouldn’t it be fine if his people got the benefits? 

North America was separated from Western Britain, but weren’t the descendants of Western Europe 

the ones who enjoyed the superior land resources of the American continent? Weren’t they the ones 

who benefited? 

Perhaps when the truth was revealed, most players would be out of control due to their selfishness. 

However, as long as it was the people from the Greater China Nation who gained the advantage in that 

new continent, what did it matter? 

Was that what the other party meant? 

The leader stared blankly at Elder Fang. Suddenly, he felt that the other party was a little unfamiliar. 

When did this old fellow’s consciousness become so high? 

Elder Fang’s face grew paler and paler, but he did not continue speaking. Instead, he looked at the 

leader with hope, hoping to receive an answer before he died. 

The leader opened his mouth, but could not say a word for a long time. It turned out that in the end, this 

powerful relationship was actually aimed at people like them who held power… … 

Immediately, his heart became incomparably complicated because he realized that he actually did not 

have the courage to respond to the other party’s words… 

Elder Fang waited for a long time, but he didn’t reply. Finally, the hope on his face turned into a bitter 

smile. “I understand…” 

The moment he said that, the leader’s body froze… 

“So you’re no different from elder Lei and the others…” 



“I. . .”The leader opened his mouth to refute, but he couldn’t hold back a single word… … 

He had always hated those elders of the aristocratic families who were unwilling to give up their power 

and monopolize resources. However, when it was time for him to make a decision, it was just as the 

other party had said. What was the difference between him and those people? 

So it turned out that he was the same in the end? 

Just like that, he fell silent, and the other side also fell silent. In their silence, they could only hear the 

sound of their heartbeats. 

After an unknown amount of time, the leader suddenly woke up as if he was in a dream. When he 

looked at Old Fang again, he found that his eyes were a little dazzled. He did not know when, but the sky 

had actually brightened, and he did not know when.., the Heartbeat Meter had already shown a straight 

line. 

The doctor at the door looked at this side and did not dare to come over. He had actually been in a daze 

for so long. 

“Old Fang?”The leader shook Old Fang’s cold hand and shouted. 

This time there was no response… 

In an instant, the leader’s heart was empty… 

After a long time, he sighed. “You should have said more.” 

———- — 

“Well played…”on the other side of Mars, seer rubbed his eyes through the hole in his helmet. “I’m 

touched, but this line doesn’t seem to be what I had planned…” 

Beep! 

At this moment, a notification popped up: raingirl without melon wishes to see you. 

Xi Ye was stunned. Then, he looked at the virtual screen and saw raingirl without melon eating a bowl of 

ramen outside the Lord’s room, waiting for him to open the door. 

“Damn, little melon is over here, who… Who’s that over there?”Xi Ye pointed at the old man on the 

screen in a Daze! 

Chapter 652 Embrace a new life… 

“What the hell is going on?”Xi Ye slammed the table and asked. 

Sizzle sizzle sizzle sizzle sizzle! 

Rainmaiden wugua sucked on the noodles and raised her head to look at her liege, she took another sip 

of the soup and said, “Liege, have you eaten? Wang Goudan’s family’s new ramen product tastes pretty 

good. It’s made from top-grade refined flour and is paired with the star Rhinoceros’s bone soup from 

the base. The taste is simply explosive!” 



“Don’t change the topic…”Xi Ye glared at her, she did not even look at the noodles. What a joke. She was 

born into a wealthy family in the federation. Her father was once the head of a large clan. He had even 

eaten level-10 magical beast meat before. How could these foods tempt him now? 

“Gulp…”rainy girl, Wu Gua, finished the soup in her bowl and burped. “It’s old Fang…” 

 

“Huh?”Xi Ye was stunned. “Didn’t we switch him over? Why did he go back?” 

“About that…”rain girl, Wu Gua, wiped her oily mouth. “He said he had something to ask the leader, so I 

let him go…” 

“Do you know that the risk is very high?”Xi Ye frowned. 

“It’s not high!”Rain Girl, Wu Gua, Shrugged. “He’s right. With our current situation, even if the country 

boycotted us, it would just be a waste of time…” 

Xi Ye sighed. The worst thing he could do right now was to waste time. If he wanted to slowly develop 

like his smelly classmate for tens of thousands of years, then why would he panic? wasn’t it good to be a 

king every day? 

“Don’t worry… I’m prepared!”Rainy girl smiled when she saw that her liege did not say anything. “If he 

dares to talk nonsense, just let him be a dog.” 

Xi Ye sighed when he heard that, but then he said, “Why did he think of asking those questions?” 

“I don’t know…”rainless melon shook her head and said, “Maybe… he wants to understand some of the 

principles of life…”rainless melon said with a profound expression. 

“Scram!” 

“Haha, I’m Not Joking anymore. I’m here on business…” 

“What’s the matter?”Xi Ye frowned and said. 

“There are traces of the undead!”Said rainy girl with a serious expression. 

“Oh?” 

———- 

On the other side, academician Fang, who had been resurrected, slowly climbed out of the nutrition 

cabin while dancing. He loosened his muscles and bones, and cracking sounds could be heard 

immediately. 

At this moment, he no longer looked like the skinny old man from before. Instead, he had a huge Green 

Titan body. Looking at his full muscles and strong muscles and bones in the mirror, Old Fang grinned! 

This feeling of being strong again was really good! 

People only knew how important it was to be strong when they were old… 

“How do you feel?”A developer player at the side took a notebook and asked. 



“Well… very good!”Elder Fang loosened his muscles and bones. 

“You’re at a disadvantage like this…”the developer player sighed. “Your Age advantage is your rich 

experience and knowledge. Choosing a battle bloodline is giving up your advantage. You should become 

a developer like us…” 

Elder Fang shook his head with a smile. “I’ve been working with my brain all my life, and I suddenly want 

to try living a life where I make a living by using my muscles…” 

“But as I said before, this Green Titan body is also based on your age. Due to the weakening of your cells 

in your old age, although the physical body you created has increased its activity, its performance is 

inferior to those young people. Its evolutionary potential is also far from being comparable…”. “…” 

“If not, then so be it… It’s good to feel good now!”Elder Fang said with a laugh, he had read the 

information before. The lifespan of a Level 2 Green Titan was 400 years. As long as one broke through 

level 5, they would be able to obtain a lifespan of 1,000 years. Then, the gap between them and the 

young people would be further narrowed. As long as he worked hard, it did not mean that he did not 

have a chance.., moreover, even if he did not do anything now, he still had more than 80 years to live. 

What was there to be dissatisfied about? 

After a lifetime of data analysis, he finally had a chance to start all over again. Why did he have to walk 

the same path? Couldn’t he enjoy life? 

“That’s a pity…”the developer sighed. He somewhat understood this old man’s thoughts, but he did not 

quite agree with it. However, no matter what, he still respectfully said, “I hope that you can have a 

happy life here!” 

“Thank you for your kind words…”elder Fang smiled, and then suddenly asked, “Oh, right, I heard that 

the initial stage of the Green Titan relied on moving bricks to accumulate points. May I know where to 

sign up?” 

“Due to your cooperation, the possibility of galaxy being promoted has increased. The Lord has specially 

approved 100,000 points on your account, which is enough to cover the expenses of your training…” 

“Oh, no, no, no…”old fang waved his hand and said, “Money is money, but you can’t stop earning it. It’s 

glorious to work…” 

“Okay, follow me…” 

Old Fang smiled and followed behind the other party with an eager expression. It was obvious that he 

was very interested in the following brick-moving work. 

After leaving the temporary base, old Fang saw that an ordinary city had been built outside, and he took 

a deep breath. 

When he was doing the intelligence, he had collected high-definition pictures of the main base cities 

posted by the players. However, pictures and reality were two different things. When that dreamy scene 

really appeared, Old Fang felt as if he was in a dream. 

It was just like a fairytale city. Fortunately, he had chosen this city style. If it was the cyberpunk style in 

the post, this old man might not have gotten used to it. 



Under the Sun, people come and go around, most are actively involved in the construction, a thriving 

state, everywhere full of hope smiling face. 

It was nothing like the numbness with which he saw young people on the subway, and it made him want 

to fit in even more… 

“It’s really a good place. It looks like I have to work hard and try to buy a house here…”old fang smiled 

and then looked at the sky and muttered, “Don’t let me down, Old Buddy…” 

———- — 

“Old Fang left?”Elder lei looked at his eldest son, who was reporting the situation, and asked in surprise. 

“Yes…”elder lei nodded. 

Hearing this, elder Lei lowered his head, thinking about something. 

The surrounding Lei family members all exchanged glances with each other when elder Lei didn’t speak. 

In the end, it was elder Lei who took the initiative to stand up and carefully asked, “Dad… did Xiaoxue… 

say anything yesterday?” 

Old Fifth of the Lei family glared at him when he heard that. “Xiaoxue’s current job is a state secret. Why 

are you asking about this?” 

“I. . .”Old fifth bit his lips and finally mustered up his courage to say, “Dad, at this time, why do you care 

about secrets or not? Xiaoxue, that…” 

“Bastard! !”Old Fifth of the Lei family did not wait for the other party to finish speaking and slammed 

the teacup in his hand onto the ground. He stood up and said with a livid face, “Say that again! !” 

“I. . .”Lei Laowu looked at the old man who was showing off his might. The courage that he mustered 

instantly dissipated. In the end, he lowered his head and did not dare to speak anymore. 

“Some things should not cross the bottom line!”Elder Lei glared at his own descendants. “This old man 

does not want to hear this kind of words a second time. If anyone dares to say such B * Stard words 

again, get out of the Lei family!” 

The Lei family members immediately quieted down when they heard that. They lowered their heads and 

didn’t dare to speak again. 

“Get the hell out of Here!” 

Grandpa Lei showed his power, and the group of descendants finally dispersed in a panic. After the 

crowd dispersed, the boss of the Lei family slowly reduced the fragments on the ground. He wrapped 

them up with a tissue and said with a bitter smile, “Why Bother, Grandpa? This teacup is a treasure…” 

“Don’t you have to make it look more like it?”Grandpa Lei looked at the Teacup fragments with 

heartache. He sighed and said in a low voice, “What do you think of Xiaoxue’s intelligence?” 

Chapter 653 New Era 



“To tell you the truth, if I didn’t know what kind of person snowy is, I would have suspected that those 

things were copied from some website…”boss Lei said honestly. 

“I think so too…”elder lei smacked his lips and said. 

A genetic surgery that could be performed in vitro, a land area that surpassed sphere D, and a world-

class technology… … 

Was this an immortal cultivation sect? 

It felt like things were a lot more complicated… 

 

“Then… What should we do now?”asked the head of the Lei family. 

“What can we do?”Old Lei rolled his eyes at him. “Just wait…” 

“Wait for what?” 

“Wait for the leader’s decision…”. Old Lei said leisurely, “To tell you the truth, this isn’t a good thing for 

us aristocratic families. If everyone can participate, then this Luofu arcane realm is equivalent to a new 

platform. Our aristocratic families have no advantage after so many years of accumulation. Moreover, if 

we participate, we have to chase after them with all our might. This is because there are already many 

people who are ahead of us “…”. “…” 

“Then… then should we oppose the expansion of Luofu?” 

“Oppose?”Elder Thunder said with a bitter smile, “How can we oppose it when it has already become a 

general trend? If Snowy’s information is true, then the Luofu New World represents the arrival of a new 

era. Those who have always opposed the era have never had a good ending…” 

“For example… Lokia?”The boss hesitated. 

“Your example is… quite a leap…” 

“Then we just watch? If we support Luofu now, will we get some benefits?” 

“That’s even worse…”elder lei rolled his eyes at him and said, “The pawns of the new era have always 

been used as cannon fodder in the conflicts between the old forces. It’s better for our lei family to stay 

far away…” 

“This…”elder Lei was instantly speechless. This support was neither an objection nor an objection. Could 

it be that he was just going to watch? 

It was as if he could see his son’s doubts, the old man sighed slightly. “I know that all of you are a little 

ambitious at your age, but this old man is different. When I’m old, I always want a wave of stability. I’ve 

worked hard all my life, from a bumpkin to my current position. Then, with a big family like yours, would 

it be easy for me?” 

The boss immediately lowered his head. 



Elder lei: “It’s fine as long as we have little snow to scout the way. We Won’t move for the time being. 

We’ll come back when the situation is more stable. The more at this time, the less anxious we need to 

be…”. “…”after a pause, he warned, “Remember, Little Snow’s information can not be revealed to any 

other juniors, especially to fifth brother’s family “… “.. 

“I understand…” 

————– 

On the night of the third day, Lei Xue, who was helping to analyze the intelligence in the intelligence 

analysis group, suddenly received a message that the leader asked them to gather in the main hall, so he 

didn’t have time to deal with the documents in his hand, and hurried to the main hall. 

By the time they reached the main hall, there were already about six or seven people inside. Lei Xue 

could recognize them at a glance. These six or seven people were all disciples ranked in the top ten in 

this technical assessment, they were also one of the soldiers who provided relatively complete 

information this time. 

“Xiaoxue is here?”The leader stood at the front and glanced at Xiaoxue who had rushed over. He 

greeted her with a smile, and his tone was very similar to that of a kind elder. 

Lei Xue was stunned. He found that the leader looked a lot more haggard today. Was it because of elder 

Fang’s departure? 

After a moment, about two more people walked in. The leader said slowly, “Almost everyone is here…” 

Everyone was stunned. There were more than a hundred people in the entire technical corps. Why were 

they the only ones here? 

The leader took the information and rubbed his bloodshot eyes. He said softly, “From the information, 

most of the others have not entered the sect yet. You guys are the most valued and the ones who 

collect the most information. You guys did well…”. “…” 

Everyone looked at each other and roughly understood what the leader meant. During this three-day 

trip to luofu, the few of them had performed the best and provided the most complete and most 

valuable information, compared to the many soldiers who had not even entered the sect yet, or who 

had intentionally concealed it, the few of them had both displayed their abilities and provided the 

information without holding anything back. This had made them highly valued by the leader. 

“After we return this time, according to the cooperation rules, you will have to stay there until the end 

of the year, which means that the next time you come back will be half a year later…” 

“Does the leader have any mission for us?”The oldest middle-aged man with the highest military rank 

asked hesitantly. 

“The mission remains the same…”. The leader shook his head. “Your mission is the same as before. Try 

to gather as much information as possible. Before that, do not make any excessive moves. Preserving 

your useful body in that mysterious place is the first priority.” …” 

Everyone nodded when they heard that, but then they were a little confused. Why did the leader call 

them here? Was it to repeat the previous mission? 



Just as everyone was puzzled, the leader suddenly looked at them and said, “What do you think of the 

world over there? Is It Good?” 

As soon as he said that, everyone’s heart jumped. They were all highly intelligent people. Although they 

had not completely absorbed the developer’s bloodline, it was slowly starting to take effect. Their 

reaction speed had already far exceeded that of ordinary people. When the leader said this, even if they 

were not traditional politicians, they almost instantly understood the other party’s meaning… 

Their expressions instantly became solemn… 

Lei Xue also narrowed her eyes slightly. This question was very tricky. Now, saying that a golden nest or 

a silver nest was inferior to her own doghouse was a lie that could not even deceive a ghost… 

Even though she had only been there for three days, everything there seemed to be rooted in her heart. 

Not to mention the delicacies, environment, and bloodline benefits, just the platform that was filled 

with endless opportunities.., it was enough to make her, who had been suppressed by the system for so 

long, yearn for it. 

If it weren’t for the involvement of this side, to be honest, she would not hesitate to dive into that new 

life of sailing… … 

The leader looked at everyone and sighed slightly. These people did not answer him immediately, so he 

already knew the answer. If these people were like this, then there was no need to mention the ordinary 

players… 

“Alright, go. Rest early. Don’t delay tomorrow’s schedule…”the leader waved his hand wearily. 

Everyone was stunned. They looked at the other party in shock. He let them off so easily? 

“Leader…”Snow Thunder opened her mouth, but for a moment, she did not know what to say. 

The leader turned his back, he sighed and said, “If you can’t think of anything to say, then don’t say it. 

You just have to remember, no matter how good that place is, this place… … is still the land that gave 

birth to you and raised you. When one day, the people of this land need you to help them fight for 

benefits, don’t forget your roots …” 

Everyone was shocked, and their thoughts instantly became chaotic. What did the leader mean by 

saying this. Could it be that… … 

The moment they thought of that possibility, everyone felt their hearts heat up, but they still couldn’t 

believe it… … 

“Go ahead…”the leader waved his hand… 

Lei Xue and the others hesitated for a moment, and finally saluted before leaving one after another. 

After everyone had left, the leader sighed slightly and walked to the desk. There was a piece of paper on 

it. It had only been sent a few hours ago. 



The report said that at twelve o’clock in the morning yesterday, the game called Galaxy had been sold in 

Western Europe, Na ‘mi, Red Sun, Universe Han, and more than thirty other major countries of the 

federation… 

He stared at the intelligence report blankly. After a long while, he looked at Old Fang’s report on the 

table and said faintly, “The era…” 

Chapter 654: Traces of the undead (Part One) 

Just as the real world was about to explode, Seer encountered another problem that he was most 

concerned about. Compared to the current federation government in Planet D, the biggest threat to the 

entire galaxy was actually the undead lurking in the New World. 

“Previously, according to our speculations, we’ve been keeping an eye on the movements on both 

sides…”raingirl, Wugua, explained with a serious expression. However, her serious expression coupled 

with the oil that had yet to be wiped off her mouth made her look rather strange. 

Raingirl, WUGUA: “On the other side is Alice’s side. As a former undead cadre, even though she signed a 

contract, she still has the risk of betraying us, as well as…”. “…”. “As a traitor from the undead faction, 

even if she doesn’t have any rebellious feelings towards us, she still has the possibility of becoming the 

target of the undead faction.” 

“Choose your words carefully… What do you mean by a traitor?”Seer rolled her eyes at her. “In your 

words, a good bird chooses a tree to roost in…” 

“Alright, whatever you say is right…”rain girl, Wu Gua, rolled her eyes at him, then, she continued to 

report, “But for now, there’s still no movement from Alice’s side. As for the other side, it’s the East Sea 

port that was suddenly attacked. There are some traces there…” 

 

“What traces?”Xi Ye hurriedly asked. 

Rain Girl, Wu Gua, saw this and switched to the virtual screen. The image appeared at a port not far 

from the East Sea. On the screen, the surface of the water there had turned deathly gray, and a large 

area on the shore had also turned grayish-white. It even affected a coconut forest. The forest on the 

beach used to be the most eye-catching, but now, in broad daylight, it looked very eerie… … 

It was indeed the traces of the undead. Seer narrowed her eyes and thought to herself, ‘this shadow 

that can’t even be illuminated by light is clearly the erosion of the dead world to the living world…’. 

“Have you gone in to investigate?”Seer asked with a frown. 

“Because the undead were involved, we didn’t allow players to go in. However, we sent some detection 

robots in…”. “But for some unknown reason, the robots stopped working when we went in. It was as if 

the line was cut off. Under such circumstances, we didn’t dare to send people in to investigate.” “…” 

“That’s All?”Xi Ye asked with her head tilted to the side. 

“And that sea area…”rain girl Wu gua frowned and said, “The water in that beach house is 30 miles away 

from here, and it’s gray.”. “There’s a rotten smell. There are many dead sea creatures floating there. I 



was afraid that there would be a virus, so I didn’t collect the samples immediately before the isolation 

equipment was ready…”. 

Xi ye nodded and asked, “Is Li Goudan there?” 

Rainmaiden Wugua was stunned for a moment before she nodded and said, “Yes, he’s been patrolling 

her ship every day for the past few days. He looks like an old captain…” 

Xi Ye said, “Call her, and then call Wang Goudan and Leng Xing along with me. Oh right, call the only 

necromancer in the base as well. Tell him that this is a rare material that will be very useful for his 

experiments…” 

“You’re going in person?”Rain Girl asked, stunned. 

Xi Ye stood up and smiled. “We have to be safe. After all, you guys don’t know much about the other 

side. If we bump into each other, we’ll be at a disadvantage…”. 

“I got it…” 

Rain girl nodded. However, she was confused again. For some reason, this alien lord treated people 

from Planet D with great care. However, it was not necessarily true that this lord was kind.., when we 

rescued those players in the imperial city, there were hundreds of thousands of residents in the city, and 

he didn’t even think about it. Could it be that he only cared about the lives of his own people? 

Logically speaking, to his kind of existence, their own people should not only be the tool man? 

Although the heart is puzzled but also immediately took action, using intelligence to inform the lord just 

said a few people… . . 

———— 

Cabbage side, Alice with a thick stack of reports to cabbage before, conducted a monthly summary. 

“Due to the recent increase in demand for cotton, silk, etc. , this month we decided to develop 4,000 mu 

of new white sand fields for the cultivation of high-grade cotton to occupy the high-end market of 

cotton crops, requiring two level three great elves to join the project production… “…” 

“Yes, yes!” 

“In the field of metal materials, two soft metal materials were refined last month. They are suitable for 

areas such as high-grade chips or energy cores. Tomorrow, we will be giving out samples for testing. If 

there is a considerable amount, we will specially price them on the raw materials column for bidding.” 

“Yes, yes!” 

“The output of crops this month has increased by 9 percentage points compared to last month. 

However, the supply and demand of the market increased by 16 percentage points last month. We have 

decided to raise the price by 10% …” 

Little cabbage: “Yes, yes!” 



“We don’t lack metal materials for weapons, but we lack excellent blacksmiths. We suggest buying high-

quality engineers for professional training and spending a certain amount to increase the genes of the 

leading blacksmiths so as to increase their competitiveness…” 

Little cabbage: “Yes, yes!” 

“Repeat what I just said!” 

Little cabbage: “Yes… eh? Damn, how can you remember all those things that you said?” 

“Then what the hell are you saying!”Alice rolled her eyes at him and could not help but knock his full 

forehead again! 

“Wu…”Bai Cai covered his head. “Didn’t I tell you earlier that you don’t need to report these things? You 

can make your own decisions on small matters!” 

Alice sighed when she heard that. “You’re used to being a hands-off manager. What will you do when 

I’m not around?” 

“How can that be?”Little cabbage stared at her. “With this chief protecting you, I’ll support you for 

thousands of years! Why Won’t you be around?” 

Alice looked at little cabbage’s nervous expression and sighed. She muttered, “Some things are hard to 

say…” 

“What did you say?” 

“Nothing…”Alice shook her head, then, she continued to pick up the stack of documents. “The base’s 

five level-four great elves have produced 1.5 tons of high-grade core soil this month. Li Goudan came to 

our doorstep to ask for a ton of it for the Neptune Corporation…” 

“Li Goudan…”little cabbage’s eyes lit up. “Then give it to her. By the way, ask her if my custom-made 

spring skirt auntie has done well!” 

Alice rolled her eyes when she heard that. As expected, she shouldn’t have asked her. 

Core soil was a combination of high-grade elements that the base’s developers had jointly researched 

and used the great elves to catalyze. Not only did it have very high conductivity, but it also had the 

effect of harmonizing the synthesis of elements, it was suitable for military, metallurgical industries, 

energy and chemical industries, glass and ceramics, and even for agricultural production. It increased 

the chlorophyll content of plants, enhanced photosynthesis, and promoted root development, it 

increased the role of roots in absorbing nutrients. 

It was one of the few raw materials that their forces did not support monopolizing. Each production was 

extremely small, and once it was produced, the major forces would scramble to buy it at a high price. It 

was even more popular than the oil in Ball D, and the price was rising every month. 

Their faction had so many great elves, and their monthly production barely exceeded 10,000. In the end, 

when Li Goudan came knocking on their door, he asked for a ton, and little cabbages turned around and 

intended to give it to him. 



It was really one who dared to ask for it, and one who dared to give it. These two heartless fellows! ! 

Chapter 655: Traces of the undead (part two) 

“Hey, sister cabbage, are you there?” 

Just as Alice was speechless, that heartless voice came from outside. 

“Over here…”little cabbage quickly replied. 

As soon as she finished speaking, Alice felt her vision flash, and that Li Goudan had somehow jumped 

into the tent, he hugged little cabbage and said, “Sister cabbage, I’ve finally found you. By the way, your 

base is so rich, why are you still living in a tent? were your subordinates abusing you?” 

Little cabbage was stunned and felt embarrassed, so she glared at Alice and said, “Minister, quickly 

explain, why am I still living in a tent even though I’m so Rich?” 

 

Alice didn’t pay attention to the other party’s joke, but frowned and looked outside the tent. She was 

more concerned about Li Goudan’s sudden intrusion, and was completely unaware of Li Goudan’s 

intrusion by the guards guarding the door… 

It seemed that the base’s ability to protect high-level creatures was still too weak, so they had to pay 

attention to this aspect as soon as possible… … 

“Good sister, give me a ton of core soil. I’ve already bragged about it. If I can’t bring the goods back, 

where will my reputation go? where is my status in the martial arts world?” 

Alice:”…” 

“It’s a small matter, a small matter, don’t cry, Don’t Cry…”little cabbage smiled and patted Li Goudan’s 

head. “I’ll get someone to prepare it for you later…” 

“Sister cabbage is the best! !”Li Goudan kissed little cabbage’s chubby face. 

Alice’s veins bulged on her forehead. If it wasn’t for the presence of outsiders, she would have thrown 

this squandering chief out of the tent! 

“How about this? It’s rare for us to come here. I’ll get someone to prepare a banquet. Let’s have a good 

meal tonight!” 

“Okay, okay, okay…”Li Goudan had just agreed when he suddenly thought of something. Then, he said, 

“I’m afraid I can’t do it today. That Dog Lord wants to order me to do something today.” 

“Do what?”Little cabbage asked curiously. 

“I think it means that there are undead appearing on our east coast. Tell me to go and take a look…” 

Clang! 

Alice’s heart skipped a beat, and the documents in her hands fell to the ground… … 

“What’s Wrong?”Little cabbage and Li Goudan were shocked and looked at Alice. 



“Nothing…”Alice lowered her head and collected the documents expressionlessly. “I’ll get my men to 

prepare the core soil!” 

After taking Alice out of the tent, Li Goudan whispered, “Is she very dissatisfied with me?” 

Cabbage bun frowned and said solemnly, “I think so…” 

“Why are your subordinates so arrogant? And they even dare to use their faces on you?”Li Goudan 

looked at cabbage and said. 

“Because she can earn money!”Cabbage looked at him and said seriously, “She is the one who earned all 

the money I have now…” 

“Oh… do you still have such subordinates? Can you introduce them?” 

“…” 

————– 

Ignoring the two stooges, Alice walked out of the tent with a serious look, slowly walked to a place 

where no one, then looked at his arm. 

On her arm, for some reason, there was a mark of a skull finger, which she had had before, a mark which 

had been put on her when she had served the Lord. 

But she did not expect, oneself changed a body unexpectedly still exist… 

She chose not to report it in the first place, but to hide it. The mark was becoming more and more 

obvious recently, and she seemed to feel a familiar calling. . . 

Fixed for a moment, she finally pulled down the sleeve, slowly walked to the distance… … 

———- — 

That afternoon, after Li Goudan had settled the matter of the Core Earth, he hurriedly rushed to the 

location of the Eastern Sea port to meet up with the Lord. Even though she kept calling him “Lord Dog”in 

front of Bai Cai, she was still very attentive in front of him, he rubbed his hands together and smiled. 

“Lord, I’m really sorry for the delay…” 

She was very concerned about the detection this time. After all, this incident happened on her side. It 

would not be good if it was serious enough to affect the interests of the Sea Emperor Group. 

Xi Ye glanced at her and did not say anything. She took the lead and walked toward the scene of the 

incident. 

“I’ll go…”when they reached there, Wang Goudan saw the large pool of black water that was emitting a 

foul smell, there were also the corpses of sea creatures floating on top of it. He said in a daze, “Goudan, 

you guys have to pay attention to environmental protection. You Can’t dump industrial waste into the 

sea. Didn’t your political teacher teach you guys this little bit of quality?” 

Li Goudan said, “Goudan, the Naga civilization eats sea water resources very much. Polluting anything 

won’t pollute the sea…” 



“Then what’s going on, Goudan?” 

“How would I know?” 

Seer ignored the two clowns and slowly walked to the front. With a light wave of her hand, a large 

alchemy array appeared on the surface of the sea. The array was emitting a dark gray light, the moment 

it appeared, the surrounding temperature dropped by a few degrees. 

“What the Hell Is This?”The two Goudan said in unison. 

The developer who specialized in undead exclaimed, “This is the summoning matrix of undead 

creatures! !” 

Xi Ye looked at the matrix with a hint of solemnity in her eyes… 

Like other otherworlds, the death realm was originally isolated from the material plane. However, in the 

alchemy of summoning, summoning creatures from other planes was a basic operation, it was just that 

it was more difficult to form a connection with the death realm. 

Because the death realm was rich in top-level leveling materials, many great alchemists of the 

summoning type wanted to establish a connection with the death realm, which resulted in the relatively 

unpopular subject of the necromancy, these were all fanatics who didn’t care about anything in order to 

research. 

Ever since Empress Xi came out of the death realm and became the only undead God Lord, the passage 

to the death realm was frequently opened in the real world. Even so, summoning undead was still a 

difficult thing to do, summoning spells from the realm of death were acknowledged to be the most 

difficult among all summoning spells. 

However, the subordinates of the undead Lord seemed to be able to do it easily, and the level of this 

alchemy array was not low either! 

However, Seer, who had learned all kinds of magic spells before, recognized that the alchemy array 

before him was quite exquisite. Judging from its scale, it seemed to be at least a level-7 summoning 

spell. However, judging from the mana fluctuations, the creature that used this summoning spell was at 

most Level-4… … 

To be able to activate a level-7 summoning spell with the energy of a level-4 creature, it was not 

something that an individual or a single genius could do. For example, the talented developers in Seer’s 

force now.., seer did not dare to let them try a summoning spell that was even one level higher than 

himself, because it was very easy to be backfired. After all, the foundation of Alchemy was equivalent 

exchange! 

But the other party did it! 

This could only mean one thing: the undead Lord controlled a fairly high level of arcane civilization, and 

he could allow his subordinates to cross three levels and summon across levels. The technology of this 

alchemy array was definitely something that only the top great lords could have! 

In his knowledge, such level of technology was impossible even for a great Lord Like Wine God. Perhaps 

it was only possible for a Super Lord that was ranked in the top hundred in the four galaxies… 



Oh My God… 

When he thought of this, Seer’s heart sank to the bottom. He thought to himself, I actually provoked 

such an existence? 

Chapter 656: Distant Fleet! 

“My Lord… There aren’t any ghosts in here, are there?”Wang Goudan asked cautiously as he looked 

around the forest. 

The people following him couldn’t help but shiver when they heard this. 

The main reason was that this forest was indeed a little strange. It used to be a sunny day by the coast, 

but now that it was in this forest, it was as if they had stepped into an ice cellar. There was an 

inexplicable chill that made people feel very uncomfortable. 

Moreover, the light was also the same. This forest was mostly coconut trees, and it was not dense. 

However, the light from the outside was not much, but it could not penetrate in. It was blocked by this 

layer of faint fog. 

The Lord in front did not speak, but Li Goudan, who was at the back, could not help but Pat Wang 

Goudan’s head after being frightened. “Can you not say such words in such a gloomy place?” 

 

Wang Goudan could not help but retort in pain, “With your guts, you still want to be an adventurer? 

have some potential, okay?” 

Li Goudan glared at him when he heard that. “Wh-what’s wrong with being an adventurer? Do 

adventurers experience such messy things?” 

“Why not?”Wang Goudan looked at her and said. 

Li Goudan: “For example?” 

Wang Goudan: “Tomb Raider, ghost blows out the light, grave robbing notes, mummies…” 

“Are you talking about an adventurer?”Li Goudan rolled his eyes at her. “That’s a grave digger, okay?”? 

“I’m a seafaring adventurer, please. If I were to meet with a disaster, it would be a tsunami, a typhoon, a 

great white shark, a man-eating stamp, and so on. How could I possibly go off topic and meet with 

ghosts and monsters?” 

“That’s hard to say…” 

Li Goudan was stunned when he heard that, because the answer that had suddenly appeared wasn’t 

from Wang Goudan. It was actually from the Lord who was walking at the front. 

“Boss… are you here to amuse me too?” 

“I’m not here to amuse you…”XI ye stood still and looked ahead, then, he pointed with his finger, and 

the entire forest suddenly let out a crash. Immediately, the entire area of the trees in front of them 



began to turn into powder, just like oil paper that had been burned into ashes. The two Goudan’s eyes 

were wide open and their mouths were agape! 

“Wow, Boss, what is this? Is this the legendary immortal finger?”Wang Goudan said excitedly. 

Leng Xing, who was at the side, calmed down a little and said in a low voice, “Is this the way it is here?” 

As he said that, he looked behind him and waved his hand gently. The trees that were closer to them 

also turned into powder like before! 

“DAMN! Can this skill be taught?”Wang Goudan was even more excited. He immediately hugged Leng 

Xing’s arm and asked, “Can I learn it?” 

“This isn’t a skill…”Leng Xing gently rubbed Wang Goudan’s red forehead, he glared at Li Goudan, then, 

he gently said, “The trees here are already in this state. Both of you are highly sensitive people. When 

you came in, because you were afraid of these sinister trees, you tried your best to avoid touching them. 

Naturally, you didn’t notice for a moment…” 

“Oh… is that so?”Wang Goudan curled his lips. “Then boss seemed to be using a big move. I thought it 

was some kind of godly skill!” 

The Lord rolled his eyes at him and then looked forward. The signs of pulverization stopped forty to fifty 

meters in front of them. The trees at the front that were not pulverized were obviously different from 

what they had seen just now. They were not as gray as before, but they were covered in black lines as if 

they had fallen ill. There was also a pungent smell of thick water. However, the trees in front of them 

looked better when they looked back. There were only a few faint black lines… … 

“There shouldn’t be any other summoned creatures in this area…”seer nodded and did not continue 

forward. Instead, she turned around and walked toward the shore. 

The summoning array was on the surface of the sea. The forest on the shore had only been affected by 

the undead energy. The infected area was not large, and there were no other traces. It was speculated 

that someone had summoned a level-7 undead creature here, but it did not come ashore, judging from 

the size of the array, this undead creature was not small in size, and it was not easy to hide. If there was 

no hiding on the shore, it would be even harder to hide in the endless sea. After all, this was a shallow 

beach… Moreover, large undead creatures were easily discovered in a stretch of water over a long 

period of time. He had just used his probing technique to check, but he had not found anything… 

Therefore, the undead creatures did not stay after completing this summoning. Instead, they went 

straight into the sea… … 

But why? 

Seer immediately fell into deep thought. What was the operation of summoning a level-7 creature into 

the deep sea? What was the point of doing that? 

“Boss…” 

Just as Seer was deep in thought, Li Goudan could not help but ask, “What do you mean by saying that 

it’s possible?” 



Seer looked at her and hesitated for a moment before telling her the truth, “A group of evil mages 

summoned an undead creature here. It’s around level-7. If you go out to sea, you might be able to meet 

it.” 

“Damn, undead creature? There’s really a ghost? What could it be? A Zombie? An armored zombie? A 

undead knight? A Vampire?”Li Goudan revealed everything he knew about undead creatures in horror. 

“Judging from its size, it shouldn’t be…”Xi ye said calmly. 

“Damn, there really are zombies and vampires?”Wang Goudan stared at him. 

“There weren’t any at first…”Xi ye pursed his lips. However, ever since there were a few internet addicts 

like you guys in the world of souls, they had created some strange things… … 

Li Goudan looked at the alchemy array on the surface of the sea. “What the hell is that evil mage? Why 

is he targeting me specifically?” 

“It would be easier if he was targeting you specifically…”seer narrowed his eyes. 

Li Goudan’s ship was not at a disadvantage against level-7 undead creatures, especially large ones. Li 

Goudan’s heavy-fire ship was the most restrained. If they were to target him, they should summon 

something more nimble. For example, vampires… 

I’m afraid their target is not Li Goudan, but something else… 

———— — 

On the far side of the sea, a huge ship was slowly approaching. It was huge and well-built, with a huge 

chimney and smoke billowing from it. . . 

Apparently, the ship has evolved from a traditional sailing vessel to a steam-powered mechanical model, 

although the smoke is a bit odd in color, unlike the traditional fuel on the D ball… 

At this time, the group of people on the deck were very excited. The captain, who was wearing luxurious 

clothes, was holding a telescope and looking into the distance. He couldn’t help but look excited. 

“Finally… Finally, we are out of that Damn Place!”The first mate beside him laughed and cursed, “Damn 

it, that damn place! !” 

Hearing the first mate mention that place, the smile on the captain’s face froze, “Don’t mention that 

place again!” 

The first mate was stunned, but he quickly nodded. “Yes, Sir Captain!” 

The captain put down his binoculars and looked at the clear sky. He took a deep breath. To be honest, 

he did not expect that there would be such a large ice layer on this route! 

It was not the polar position, so how could there be such a large scale ice layer. It caused them to almost 

die from being trapped up there. Just the ice layer was easy to deal with, but the key was that there 

were some terrifying things on the ice layer… … 



But fortunately, the heavens were on their side. At the beginning of the year, the weather quickly 

warmed up, melting the ice layer that they were trapped in and allowing them to barely escape from 

that damned place… 

And now, a historic moment was about to arrive. He would be the second seafaring hero after the 

former Jiawen… ! Durank, who was also the first emperor of the Steel Arms Empire, was the second 

seafaring hero to open up the western islands and the East Main Road! 

History would forever remember his name! 

Just as he was thinking about all this excitedly, a crew member in front of him suddenly shouted, “What 

is that?” 

The captain was stunned when he heard that and quickly picked up his binoculars. According to the 

coordinates and the estimated results of the measurement, they were not far from the east main road. 

At most, they would only sail for about ten days, which was more than two long years of suffering at 

sea, it was already a piece of dawn-like news. At the last moment, he did not want to cause any trouble. 

However, when he picked up his binoculars and looked, he was stunned on the spot… … 

On the surface of the sea where the sun was high in the sky, there was a cluster of faint gray fog not far 

away. The fog did not seem to be thick, but the sunlight could not shine in, making it impossible for the 

people outside to see clearly what was in the fog. 

However, when the crew saw this gray fog, they all revealed extremely terrified expressions! 

“Damn it, how can there be such a thing here?” 

Chapter 657: A Terrifying Ship! 

“Why? We’re already so far away? Why would we encounter such a Thing?” 

The captain stood on the high deck and looked at the approaching fog. His face was extremely livid as he 

hurriedly shouted, “What are you still standing there for? Turn the rudder and quickly avoid that damn 

thing! !” 

Only then did the sailors wake up from their dreams. They threw down the rum in their hands to 

celebrate and began to get busy under the guidance of the first mate! 

Meanwhile, the captain continued to use his binoculars to observe the strange layer of gray fog… 

As the steering wheel turned, the steam engine started. With a roar, the ship was suddenly filled with 

the rumbling noise of machinery. 

 

However, the ship also quickly turned in another direction! 

However, the strange thing was that the gray fog seemed to have identified them and was also heading 

in the direction they had turned, causing everyone’s scalps to go numb! 



The Captain’s face turned ashen. Their ship was carrying the most advanced equipment in the western 

archipelago, including a steam engine that could reach a speed of 4 knots (7.8 km/h) ! 

However, this advanced equipment was completely unable to help them escape the pursuit of the gray 

fog. Seeing the fog getting closer and closer, the captain could not help but stomp his feet and curse, 

“Damn it! !”! 

Then, without anyone noticing, he looked at the back of the deck and retreated! 

“It’s coming, that thing is coming! !”The sailors on the deck cried out in fear! 

When the mechanics and sailors in charge of refueling in the cabin heard the terrified voice, their bodies 

tensed up and they thought to themselves, “What on Earth is that thing?”? 

Before they could come over, they heard a bang as if they had hit something huge. The entire ship shook 

violently, and some sailors who did not have the time to react were sent flying into the boiler by the 

violent shock, then, they let out shrill screams! 

Some of them hit sharp objects around the corner, and half of their heads were knocked off instantly. 

They fell to the ground and began to Twitch. 

Some of them were lucky enough to hit a flat surface, but they were also thrown into a mess. They did 

not have the time to react and save people, and the scene instantly became extremely chaotic! 

At this time, the second mate, who had fallen to the ground, barely managed to stand up and wanted to 

order the people around him to quickly save him. Suddenly, a creepy creaking sound rang out, and the 

second mate, who was about to give the order, was stunned… … 

The sound was like someone was chewing on something. However, the volume of the sound was 

extremely loud. It came from all directions, giving people the feeling that… … It was as if the hull of the 

ship was being gnawed by something! 

At the thought of this, the second mate immediately had goosebumps. He thought to himself, “What is 

the situation outside?”? 

.. 

In fact, it was just as the second mate had heard. The ship was indeed being gnawed on. Compared to 

the second mate, the crew members who saw this scene on the deck had a truly terrified and desperate 

look on their faces! 

They did not know when, but their surroundings had already turned dark. The bright and beautiful 

sunlight seemed to have been completely isolated, and the atmosphere was desperate and cold. 

They also saw clearly that the ship had crashed into something… 

It was a ship that was even bigger than them. The hull was pitch-black, and it seemed as if the entire 

body was made of metal. It also did not have the mast and sail on their side. In terms of the hull, it was 

very beautiful. The sharp lines gave people a strong impact, however, no one was willing to appreciate 

the design of this ship. 



Because other than the sharp lines, there was something even more strange about this ship. It was the 

black hull of the ship, with countless huge mouths! 

To be precise, it was not the mouth, because there were no lips. To be precise, it should have countless 

teeth. Countless pairs of teeth that were ferocious and black, constantly oozing out stinky blood! 

These teeth were crazily gnawing at the hull of their ship! 

Not only that, under this huge black ship, there were numerous sea creatures floating, big and small, 

ranging from sharks, giant seals, small to turtles, crabs… 

However, these creatures appeared extremely strange at this moment. Their eyes were gray, like only 

dead things. There was no light at all, and their bodies were emitting a disgusting stench, they were also 

crazily gathering and gnawing at the hull of the ship. 

They watched as the steel shell at the bottom of the ship was gnawed down with crunching sounds. The 

group of people suddenly felt their scalps go numb! 

What the hell was this? 

The sailors screamed in horror. One of the sailors could not help but pull out the pistol at his waist and 

pull the trigger on the huge black ship! 

With a bang, the bullet accurately hit a pair of huge teeth. With a ding-dong sound, just like the sound of 

a bullet hitting metal, but at the same time, the teeth suddenly stopped, and then.., a huge eye actually 

opened on the hull of the ship, staring fixedly at the crew member who had just fired! 

Everyone immediately fell silent, staring in shock at the crew member who had just fired. At that 

moment, the crew member also realized that something was wrong, and his face instantly turned pale 

as he was stared at by the huge naked eye.., it was even more terrifying than being stared at by a huge 

boa when he was young. He felt his blood drop to the freezing point. 

“Save me…”the crew member did not dare to move and looked at his companions around him as if he 

was asking for help. 

However, the surrounding crew members, including the first mate, slowly moved away from him… … 

It was obvious that the actions of the people around him were correct. Two seconds later, the teeth that 

were hit by the bullet suddenly opened and a snake-like black shadow suddenly shot out and wrapped 

around him, at the same time, it wrapped around the few people who had not been able to retreat in 

time. Upon closer inspection, the thing that wrapped around the sailors looked like a pile of black rotten 

meat, and also looked a little like the tentacles of an octopus. However, before everyone could see 

clearly.., this disgusting thing pulled those unlucky sailors back into the terrifying teeth. 

Immediately, everyone heard a shrill scream and a bone-chilling chewing sound coming from inside! 

The chewing of flesh and blood was obviously more devastating than the body of the ship being eaten. 

The sailors finally could not stand it anymore and frantically fled into the cabin! 



Although they knew that they could not escape the fate of being eaten even if they escaped into the 

cabin, at this time, their instincts had already overcome their rationality. They were just subconsciously 

trying to find a place to hide! 

This included the usually calm first mate… 

They saw him frantically escaping into his office in the cabin. He locked the door with a backhand and 

then continued to take the surrounding tables, chairs, and books to block the doors and windows. 

After doing all this, he stood rooted to the spot. For a moment, he did not know what to do. However, 

the next second, with a bang, the cabinet blocking the window was bitten to pieces, the huge and stinky 

teeth instantly appeared at the position of the broken window. 

The first mate screamed in horror and ran frantically to the door, trying to move the obstacles blocking 

the door. However, because it was stuck too tightly just now, he could not move those things even after 

trying several times. 

Time passed by second by second. After trying a few times without success, the first mate suddenly 

reacted. It had been so long, why did the terrifying teeth behind him not attack him? 

Thinking of this, the first mate hesitated for a moment, and finally looked back carefully. 

As soon as he turned his head, he saw a pair of emerald-like eyes, which scared him so much that he sat 

down on the ground. 

Was it a person? 

After seeing clearly, the first mate looked at the other party in disbelief. He did not know when the 

terrifying giant teeth had disappeared, but what was left was an extremely beautiful woman. 

“You are the first mate of the ship?” 

The first mate was stunned. This woman was actually speaking fluent Tanzantrise language… 

“What? You Don’t understand?”The woman spoke again, but this time in the common Fanke language 

of the western islands… … 

“Listen… Listen… I understand, I understand!”The first mate reacted and quickly nodded like a chick 

pecking at rice. 

“It’s good that you understand!”The woman smiled. “Tell me, why is your Tanzantrise ship here?” 

Chapter 658: Captain Henry! 

In the midst of the brutal slaughter, it was not as if there were no fish that escaped from the net. A small 

boat that was paddling by hand had somehow escaped from the boat. Before the gray fog approached, 

it had quietly rowed out in the opposite direction! 

And on this small boat, it was the captain who had commanded everyone on the deck just now! 

“Damn it, why is it like this? Why is there still that thing here? Could it be from that direction?” 

“No… No, that’s obviously from the East Road!” 



The captain looked in the direction of the East Road, and the fear and anger in his eyes slowly turned 

into suspicion. He muttered, “Could it be… that the steel arms empire didn’t rebel, but encountered this 

kind of thing?” 

 

If that was the case… What would he do? 

His name was Henry. Bartolo was one of the princes of the royal family of the Western Islands, the 

country of Tanzania! 

However, because he did not have the talent of a mage and was not a direct descendant, he did not 

have any real power in that country. He could only enjoy the support of the royal family. Moreover, 

without a formal title, he could not continue his descendants. This led to him being able to enjoy the 

support of the royal family, but his descendants might be reduced to carrying bricks in the future… 

This kind of situation was intolerable to most nobles, but he could not do anything about it. The 

sensitivity of his identity made him a target. His direct descendant elder brother who supported him 

when he was young did not become the king, he was even beheaded and hung on the city wall. 

It was already good enough that he had not been beheaded along with them. It was even more 

impossible for him to hold on to power. His former military power had been completely seized, and he 

could only retire and wait for his death… … 

But two years ago, because of a major event, a rare opportunity appeared… … 

The major event came from the distant eastern continent: the Steel Arms Empire. 

From a certain day two years ago, the Western countries had lost contact with the eastern continent. 

First, many cargo ships were delayed, and then many mage families that were in contact with the 

eastern continent had also lost contact with their branch families, no matter what, they found that they 

could not contact the other side. 

After that, more and more ships went missing, just like kites with their strings cut. Many nobles suffered 

heavy losses. It must be known that most of the goods they transported were worth a lot of money. 

As a result, the royal families of various countries sent their ships to investigate the situation, but none 

of the ships that were sent could return! 

This happened several times. The western archipelago countries suspected that the steel warrior empire 

had seized their ships. Thus, the various countries finally decided to jointly organize a military fleet to 

head there! 

However, the result was unexpected. This advanced warship that gathered the highest military 

technology of the various countries and was equipped with a fleet of several great wizards, but none of 

them returned! 

This caused the various countries on the islands to panic. They were even anxious to hold a world 

conference. 



During the World Conference, after a few days of discussion, the upper echelons of the various countries 

finally came to a conclusion from scholar Houlton, who had the deepest understanding of the steel 

martial empire: there might have been a coup d’état within the steel martial empire! 

Scholar Houlton suggested that the power of the Steel Martial Empire was formed by the mage families 

that had joined the western islands, as well as the powerful local warrior and military officials! 

As the steel warrior empire had to contend against the powerful orcs, the number of high-level warriors 

that they had was more than the entire western islands combined. Under such circumstances, the local 

forces and the noble forces that had migrated here had been constantly in conflict. 

He believed that the balance over there might finally break down and the warrior forces would join 

forces to suppress the mage nobles and seize the regime of the Jiawen dynasty! 

This was the only way to explain why the fleet had never returned. It was because no matter if it was the 

pirate forces or some individual forces, it was impossible for them to wipe out the combined fleets of 

the various countries. This ability.., obviously, only the forces that had integrated the power of the Steel 

Arms Empire could have it! 

However, because they did not have accurate information, they could not rashly organize an army to go 

against them. Many of the country lords felt that they should send people to gather specific information 

and try to organize a larger scale military operation! 

However, the west coast route was like a meat bun hitting a dog. How could they guarantee that they 

would be able to return if they did not organize a larger fleet? 

Moreover, what if they could not return even if they organized a larger fleet? The fleet that they built 

last time was already very powerful. All the countries had contributed their most advanced warships. 

That operation had suffered heavy losses. It was obviously impossible to organize another wave before 

they understood the situation clearly. 

After a discussion, a scholar whose status was not inferior to Houlton came up with a plan, which was to 

bring out the proposal of the East Sea Route once again! 

At that time, someone had already proposed the idea of opening up another route. However, because 

the steel arms empire did not build a port and Transport Road for the east coast, this proposal had been 

shelved in the end. 

However, the current situation was special. The west coast was obviously protected by a huge amount 

of armed forces. If the opening up of a new shipping route was successful, it would be of great 

significance to be able to detect intelligence or catch the Steel Arms Empire off guard! 

In addition, this kind of thing could make use of the efforts of the Navigators who had nothing to do, 

greatly saving the government’s costs. Therefore, everyone agreed to this resolution, and finally… ! A 

sky-high reward was issued! 

The adventurers who could successfully open the route could not only have the huge wealth bestowed 

by the government, but also promised that they could choose one of the 32 countries to obtain the 

dukedom and own a considerable territory! 



Therefore, under such a great temptation, many civilian captains, or people like Henry who did not get 

along well, enthusiastically joined the mission to explore the route! 

The exploration of the unknown route was a very dangerous thing. If nothing was gained, it would be 

light. It was very likely that they would be left on the sea forever. Therefore, Henry was well prepared, 

he had almost exhausted all his previous connections to get this big ship called the victory! 

The victory was a famous battleship of their Tanzanian Tritz. It carried the most advanced equipment. In 

addition to the steam engine, it also had a heating and distilled water system for the crew. The rudder 

and propeller were enclosed in iron to prevent them from being damaged. 

In addition, the ship had enough food for the crew to eat for three years: 61,987 kilograms of flour, 

16,749 liters of beverages, 909 liters of wine for treatment, 4,287 kilograms of chocolate, and 1,069 

kilograms of tea, about 8,000 cans contained 15,100 kilograms of meat, 11,628 liters of soup, 546 

kilograms of beef jerky, and 4,037 kilograms of vegetables. In order to prevent scurvy, there was also a 

supply of lemon juice on the ship. 

All of this had almost wiped out all of his wealth, and he had also borrowed a large sum of money from 

the bank. It was obvious that he was going to burn all bridges! 

He did not expect such an outcome! 

He had thought that Iceland was the final test, but he did not expect the nightmare to come one after 

another! 

There were at least ten more days before the trip to the eastern continent, and that was according to 

the prediction of the speed of the warship. He would have to paddle at least three times, right? 

He had run so fast that he didn’t even bring a pot of fresh water, let alone food. How could he row to 

the Eastern Road? 

And… could he still go there now? 

Henry looked at the strange gray fog in the distance… 

The gray fog was obviously from the eastern continent. After experiencing the horrible Iceland incident, 

he knew very well what the hell was in the gray fog. If the eastern continent had suffered such a thing.., 

that place would have become a terrifying hell! 

But if he did not go there, where could he go until now? 

Thinking of this, Henry powerlessly closed his eyes. A deep sense of despair surged in his heart! ! 

Chapter 659: Formidable Efficiency! 

“Lei Xue’s learning efficiency is so fast?”In the east coast base, after facing Lei Xue’s learning report after 

entering the base, Li Goudan was dumbstruck. 

She had seen that learning report before, from the Federation’s basic physics, Mathematics, chemical 

engineering to advanced dimensional mathematical applications, dimensional physics applications, 

multivariate chemistry, cosmic geology, the difference between the Federation’s physics and 



Geophysics, marine science, Marine Technology, theoretical and applied mechanics, optics, material 

physics, material chemistry, and so on advanced learning, it also included the latest plastic energy 

basics, as well as the application of plastic energy materials and the application of new materials for ship 

mechanics, which were published by the base itself! 

The teaching materials were as high as a terabyte. When Goudan Li first saw those catalogues, he had a 

feeling that he might not be able to learn it for his whole life. In the end, in less than a week, sugar pea 

told her that Lei Xue was going to finish it… 

Was this the difference between a straight-a student and a straight-a student? 

Wasn’t this a little too exaggerated? 

 

I graduated in 985, after all. Don’t lie to me. Can these things really be learned in a week? 

Looking at Li Goudan’s expression, whose eyeballs were about to pop out of their sockets.., candy pea 

rolled her eyes at him and said, “After your combat-type genes have been upgraded, all of you will be 

ten thousand enemies. The advantage of our developer’s bloodline is our brains. Is it very rare for us to 

have a higher learning ability?” 

Li Goudan was instantly speechless… 

Actually, what they didn’t know was that this was also the reason why the difference between the 

people of the federation was getting bigger and bigger! 

The difference between a high-level bloodline and a low-level bloodline could be described as the 

difference between heaven and earth. This wasn’t only reflected in the combat profession, it was also 

the same for the ordinary research profession. 

The Universe Federation had been developing for countless years, so how could the amount of 

knowledge they had accumulated be something you could imagine? If it was the current brain efficiency 

of the d-world people, just nine years of compulsory education alone wouldn’t be enough to finish the 

curriculum of the Federation’s Kindergarten! 

In an advanced civilization system, the storage of basic knowledge was very exaggerated. From a piece 

of blank paper to a researcher who could be at the forefront of scientific research, the time taken by the 

children of an ordinary family would normally take over a hundred years. That was under the situation 

where the bloodline was more outstanding. The weak bloodline wouldn’t be able to graduate from 

primary school until they died, so they could only do manual labor like moving bricks… … 

The developer’s bloodline was one of the top research bloodlines in the universe. According to statistics, 

a developer who could accommodate 50% of the bloodline would only need 10 years to go from a 

federal primary school to a top university, it was 7.5 times the efficiency of the Starlight Elves, 8.1 times 

the efficiency of the bronze race and the Blue Star Race, and these three bloodlines were already the 

bloodlines of the federation’s aristocrats! 



As a person from Planet D who could accommodate 100% of a developer’s bloodlines, and with her 

body adapting to the bloodlines so quickly, it was simply too easy to learn this bit of knowledge in a 

week! 

As a rare level 3 developer in the Sea of stars, Candy Bean was very clear about the abilities of 

developers, and her performance was also within her expectations. Of course, she was naturally 

satisfied in her heart. 

After all, capacity is one thing, fitness is another, and not all players with developer pedigree can quickly 

adapt to this gene and become one of them, this can be seen from the nearly half of the unemployed 

under rain woman no melon. 

Sure enough, the systematically trained researchers were much more motivated and efficient in 

accepting the lineage. 

———— — 

In the base, Lei Xue is completely immersed in the sea of knowledge these days. This new knowledge is 

like opening a door to a new world for her. As a bookworm, she was like a dry sponge suddenly 

surrounded by the sea, full of happiness, all day in a kind of excitement can not stop. 

This also caused her to be unable to react after being informed that the basic knowledge training had 

ended. She sat on the chair in a state of emptiness for the whole morning. 

That’s it? 

So Fast? 

I remember that when I first looked at the catalog, wasn’t it quite a lot? 

Only after she flipped through the things she had recently learned did she realize that she had 

unknowingly learned so much. It felt like the amount of knowledge she had learned was more than the 

amount she had learned in eight universities, but she had finished it in a few days… … 

At the thought of this, she could not help but touch her face. Only then did she walk out of the 

emptiness, but she fell into a deep shock again. 

Previously, she had heard that genetic surgery would strengthen the brain’s ability to function, but she 

had not expected it to be so perverse. was that a human brain or a computer hanging around her neck? 

This ability was too terrifying. This had to be recorded in her diary. When she returned, she had to 

report it! ..! 

“My Outstanding Chief Engineer, Are You Ready? We will set sail tomorrow!” 

Just as Lei Xue was still immersed in her excellence, a familiar voice suddenly sounded from behind her! 

Lei Xue was stunned. She turned around and looked at Li Goudan’s familiar face. “This… This is so fast?” 

“That’s right!”Li Goudan said with a smile, “Due to your outstanding learning ability, our departure date 

has been greatly advanced. En, not bad, you’re not bad. You’re indeed worthy of being this Goudan’s 

talent!” 



Lei Xue:”…” 

“But… is this all? Although your learning these days is very advanced, these things should only be 

considered basic knowledge for that ship, right?” 

Lei Xue was a little anxious. She wanted to enter the top-tier scientific research circle of this force, so 

that she could provide more valuable information to the country. 

“Of course it’s not just these things!”Li Goudan quickly said, “From now on, you’re the main designer of 

our ocean group’s ship design, so you’ll have a lot of core knowledge to learn in the future. But now, 

your job is to assist this captain in exploring the new route. On the ship, sweet pea will be responsible 

for transmitting the content you need to learn in the future. Of course, the premise is that you can’t 

delay your daily work on the ship!” 

When Lei Xue heard this, she heaved a sigh of relief. She quickly stood up and saluted, “I understand, 

lieutenant general Li!” 

“It’s good that you understand!”Li Goudan nodded his head in satisfaction. Then, he continued, “Oh 

right, Colonel Lei, you have to change the way you address me. You Can’t call me lieutenant general Li 

Here Anymore…” 

“Yes, Sir Captain!” 

“En! !”When Li Goudan heard the words ‘Sir Captain’.., his whole body straightened up quite a bit, then, 

his smile became even more brilliant. “Let’s go, Sir Engine Chief. Let’s go for lunch first. After lunch, 

sweet pea will take you to continue familiarizing yourself with the various parts and facilities on the ship. 

This time, she will tell you the specific principles of the equipment on the ship, what their functions are, 

how to maintain them, and what basic faults they might have. You have to listen carefully. Don’t miss 

out on the basic matters!” 

“Yes, Captain!”Li Xue saluted. “I promise to complete the mission!” 

“Alright, I’ll bring you to eat our top-notch caviar later. This is the most suitable fish species after our 

staff has carefully selected over 4,900 types of local fish genes. Using level 3 magic plants, seaweed, and 

fresh shrimp to feed the fish roe produced by the evolved high-grade fish, that taste…”. “TSK TSK, our 

total production here doesn’t exceed 100 fish. Today, you’ll be in luck. Once you get on the ship, you 

won’t be able to eat such a luxury item!” 

Lei Xue could not help but swallow a mouthful of saliva when she heard that. The high-grade ingredients 

here really meant high-grade. They were not high-grade ingredients that were created with the name 

and various virtual values like the D ball, the high-grade ingredients here were really high-grade in 

texture. At the very least, until now, none of the high-grade ingredients had disappointed her. 

“UH, captain, is it okay for us to be so extravagant every day?”Lei Xue couldn’t help but ask as she 

followed behind. 

Because from the other party’s words, the production process of those high-grade ingredients was really 

not easy. 



“What’s wrong with that?”Li Goudan said with a matter-of-factly face, “We’re high-grade talents. Isn’t it 

natural for us to enjoy high-grade treatment?” 

Lei Xue was stunned. She looked at Goudan Li’s back and then looked at the beautiful scenery around 

them. She couldn’t help but mutter, “High-level talents…”. 

Chapter 660: launch of the Goudan (first part) 

High-level talents received high-level treatment… 

Was she a high-level talent? 

As Lei Xue scooped up the caviar with a spoon, she recalled Li Goudan’s words in her mind. 

She looked at the caviar in the spoon. It was plump and looked like a black pearl. It was so beautiful that 

one would not be able to eat it. When she took a bite, the slightly salty taste made lei xue squint her 

eyes comfortably. 

This wonderful enjoyment fully confirmed Li Goudan’s words. This was indeed a high-level enjoyment… 

 

This made her like this place more and more. Through her talent and ability, she was recognized and 

received the treatment she deserved. It was so pure and did not contain any impurities… … 

Instead of slowly working at the grassroots level, regardless of whether you had the ability to turn the 

world upside down, you had to compromise with all kinds of worldly affairs. You had to smooth out the 

edges and corners, and you had to blend into the dyeing vat… 

In fact, she had always felt that being recognized by one’s ability was the greatest respect for a scientific 

researcher like her. She was very envious of those talented people who had their own personalities in 

the history books. However, in reality, it was very difficult for such people to appear… 

After the framework of a platform matured, it would slowly produce many unfair classes. The longer it 

took, the harder it would be to cross the class. Even though she was born in an aristocratic family, she 

did not suffer too many difficulties in the army.., however, she was still unable to get the treatment she 

deserved because of her scientific research ability. 

She had to repeat the boring work every day. In the original route, she had to endure another four to 

five years in such an environment before she could advance to a level two engineer. Only then would 

she be able to barely join the first-line scientific research work, however, even then, she could only be a 

handyman. 

No matter how talented you were, even if your ability surpassed that of your mentor, you could only be 

a handyman! 

Your opinions and whimsical thoughts would be negated by some senior seniors. You could only 

continue to silently endure and wait for your qualifications and status to be sufficient before you could 

implement your ideas. But at that time.., how many years had you lost? 



As a scientist, you only have the qualifications to conduct research in your twilight years. How illogical is 

that… … 

“What’s wrong? Is it not to your liking?”asked Li Goudan by the side. 

“Uh… There’s nothing else…”Lei Xue came back to her senses after hearing that, she shook her head 

repeatedly and said with an embarrassed smile, “It’s just that it’s too delicious. I just can’t bear to finish 

it immediately. The captain also said that I probably won’t be able to eat such good food once I get on 

the ship!” 

“The food on the ship isn’t bad either!”Li Goudan waved his hand and said, “The food we store is all 

high-grade goods. Flour, white rice, and all kinds of basic tubers are all purchased from the little cabbage 

tribe. They are all high-grade food ingredients above Grade 2. The quality of the vegetables and fruits 

are also very good. They are kept fresh and frozen using high-grade elemental technology. This Goudan 

has tried it, and it doesn’t taste much different from fresh food. As for the meat, most of it is canned 

food, but the material chosen is very good. It’s also made from the high-quality meat of the little 

cabbage tribe’s star Rhino, Snow Chicken, and black gold beast. The taste is very good. If you really want 

to eat fresh food, it’s not a big problem. There is a biological circulation system on the ship that is 

cultivating fresh food, but most of it is our seafood. Although the quantity is small, just a few high-level 

people like us eating it is enough…”. “…” 

At this point, Li Goudan lowered his business and said in a low voice, “As for the caviar, don’t worry. This 

Goudan will secretly bring the 100 sturgeon on board tomorrow morning. At that time, once our ship 

sails, they won’t chase after us for a few fish, right?” 

Lei Xue looked at the other party who was acting like a thief and couldn’t help but laugh. In the end, he 

said, “Captain is wise!” 

“Well, rest assured, with this bastard, eat and drink spicy!”Li Goudan triumphant way! 

———— — 

By the next morning, the Sun had just risen from the sea, a group of people were called to the port 

assembly, Lei Xue is a soldier, for such early to get used to, after all, she has grown up with such a good 

habit. 

Many of them looked like more than 200 people, wearing uniforms made to look like dogs… … 

Lei Xue had arrived earlier and had come in contact with all of them. With her super memory, she 

quickly remembered the duties and characteristics of almost everyone. 

Deck Department (Pilot Department) : First Mate Wang Ye, second mate Wilson, third mate Johnny, 

boatswain big dog, Carpenter, sailor, and helmsman. Each of them had five people on duty. 

Engine Department: the Chief Engineer was himself, the chief engineer Rosamund, the Second Engineer 

Leonard, the third engineer Howard, the chief engineer Connie, the 30 mechanics, and the two 

electricians were also on duty. 

Because the mechanics here were more skilled, their wages were also higher than the sailors outside, 

because they were not only responsible for helping to repair and maintain various equipment, they 



were also responsible for controlling the firepower on the ship during wartime, it was equivalent to half 

of a combatant, and the pay was about three times that of a sailor. 

And because the engineering department was under her control, she had almost everyone’s name in 

mind, and after that, she would assign corresponding duties according to each person’s report. 

Finally, there was the affairs department, which had the largest number of people, the ship’s 

administrative staff, waiters, chefs, ship doctors, casino dealers, theater performers, and bar bartenders 

were scattered around, adding up to nearly 120 people, all of them were under the jurisdiction of the 

affairs department’s chief steward. 

Chief Steward: Originally, it was intended to be taken up by Lei Xue herself. However, considering that 

she had to learn new knowledge in addition to managing the engineering department, after several 

discussions, a government official named Donny was finally appointed by Sugar Bean’s side, a local 

aboriginal, and the rare one was a woman. 

It was said that this woman was once the administrative minister of the Duke of the east coast. She had 

a legal background and was proficient in finance. She was one of the few administrative staff left behind 

after the Neptune Group took over this place. She had very high ability in handling matters, previously, 

she had been placed in an important position by the ice crown. They had even given her a backup of her 

brain and bought the genes of the sea spirit. 

Initially, she was reluctant to give it up, mainly because this mission was more important. In order to 

better manage the people on the ship and build a luxurious yacht that could attract the nobles of the 

western islands, Icecrown had personally assigned it to her. 

With such a professional person to manage it, Lei Xue was relieved. After all, as a technical soldier, she 

was not good at administrative management. 

Professional dealers, bards, dancers, and acrobats were all professionally trained. Their appearance and 

quality were all very good. 

The chef was forced by Gou Dan from Wang Gou Dan’s restaurant chain. It was said that he was a very 

popular barbeque chef and seafood chef. He had nearly twenty helpers under him, and there were five 

of them, it seemed that lieutenant general Li had spent a lot of effort in order to eat well on the ship. 

Finally, there was the ship doctor… 

Lei Xue looked at the ship doctor who had just arrived today. To be honest, she was shocked when she 

saw these two ship doctors. The difference in appearance between these two people and the other 

Aborigines was really huge. Was this the beast race that Lieutenant General Li had mentioned? 


